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Dear friends of ADLER Spa Resorts & Lodges,

Sicily is not an island, but a continent, as Italian author Giovanni 
Comisso once wrote. In this respect, we can say that with ADLER 
Spa Resort SICILIA we set out for new shores. Building a hotel by 
the sea had been in our minds for quite some time. But to fi nd the 
perfect location was a challenge: we were looking for a long stretch 
of pristine coastline bordering an unspoilt natural area free from 
human encroachment. Because this is what all ADLER Resorts are 
about: offering guests very special surroundings in which to relax 
and regenerate.
We found this special place in the south-west of Sicily, extending 
alongside the Torre Salsa Nature Reserve, not far from the ancient 
temples of Agrigento. In designing our new Resort, we obviously 
took great care to preserve the natural surroundings and the AD-
LER identity with them: natural materials with plenty of wood, large 
spaces and a beautifully landscaped park. But also a farm-to-table 
gourmet cuisine based on the traditional local fl avours and short 
supply chain ingredients, as well as a vast choice of spa and wellness 
services. Our new resort is opening on 7 July – discover it! – › S. 8.
But this is not all we have been up to: at the DOLOMITI spa, we are 
working on the ADLER online shop to make sure you can order your 
favourite ADLER products from the comfort of your home – › S. 48. 
Meanwhile, at ADLER Spa Resort THERMAE, a new treatment has 
been developed based on the latest research and technology to 
bring men back into shape – › S. 52. It is a time of big changes, but 
there are things that we are in no hurry to change: for example, we 
are inviting you once again to follow our expert and gaze at the 
starry sky above ADLER Lodge ALPE – › S. 16 or to take a sunrise 
hike at RITTEN. Our Reception chief  Christine Karabacher is another 
staple in her own right: her charming smile has been welcoming 
guests at ADLER Spa Resort DOLOMITI for 30 years now – › S. 24.

We look forward to your visit. 
Meanwhile, enjoy your reading!
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The southern coast of Sicily 
is home to the first ADLER Spa 

Resort in the Mediterranean. 
With an architecture that is 

inspired by nature, nestled in 
an unspoiled dream land-

scape and with uninterrupt- 
ed view of the sea

ADLER Spa Resort SICILIA

Text    Kornelia Dietrich

8

A PLACE 
OF 

MAGIC!
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Not a sound, except for the gentle murmur of the  
waves. The air carries the scents of salt and orange blos-
soms. From the hill, the view stretches over a pine grove, 
on to an expanse of dunes and finally to the sea. A white 
sandy beach as far as the eye can see – a lifetime away from 
the town and its humdrum. What a magical place this is! 

This is what Andreas and Klaus Sanoner first 
thought back in 2008, as they stood here on this hill on 
the southwestern coast of Sicily for the first time. From 
that moment, the two brothers knew: their long search for 
the perfect location in which to establish the first coastal  
ADLER hideaway was finally over. They had been scou-
ting for locations in some of Italy’s most renowned areas, 
including Sardinia, Tuscany and the Adriatic Sea. But not-
hing compared to this unique paradise set in the vicinity of 
Agrigento’s ancient temples and adjacent to the Torre Salsa 
Nature Reserve, where shining white limestone cliffs rise 
out of the sea. “The beach attracted us like a magnet, we 
just kept walking all over it,” Klaus Sanoner recalls.  And 
now, we’re just a few months away from 7 July 2022, when 
ADLER Spa Resort SICILIA opens its doors. 

Naturally, this idyllic Mediterranean getaway shares 
the same DNA as all other ADLER Spa Resorts and  
Lodges – it blends seamlessly into the surrounding land- 
scape, with green-roofed single-storey buidings scattered  
across the grounds offering a total of only 90 rooms. And na-
turally, it includes an extraordinary spa area and a number  
of pools, including one with salt water. What makes this 
resort so unusual among Italy’s many coastal resorts is that 
it’s made of natural materials such as wood. “Here in Sici-
ly, like in every other ADLER location, we remained true 
to our commitment to nature and sustainability,” explains 

N

»The beach 
attracted 
us like a 

magnet, we 
just kept 
walking 

all over it.«

Andreas Sanoner. But while the ADLER Resorts in the 
Dolomites feature prevalently larch and spruce, it is cedar  
wood that sets the tone at ADLER Spa Resort SICILIA.  
A deliberate choice, as cedar is the perfect wood to with-
stand weathering, sunshine and salty air. The sea view can be  
admired everywhere throughout the resort: from the res-
taurant to the spa and from the gym to the guest rooms, 
the large windows afford a stunning vista. Klaus and  
Andreas Sanoner had a very clear vision from the very 
start, and lots of concrete ideas that were brought to 
life thanks to the creativity of South Tyrolean architect  
Hugo Demetz. Together with his brother Hans Peter,  
Hugo had already designed the two ADLER Lodges on  
Mt. Renon and Alpe di Siusi, as well as the ADLER Spa 
Resorts BALANCE and THERMAE.

One might wonder how it is possible for a hotel to  
be built on such spectacular grounds. The reason is actually 
quite simple: a large part of this land– a coastal strip that 
extends inland for up to three kilometres – still belongs  
to a family from Palermo. When the regional authorities 
came up with the idea to create a designated landscape  
conservation area here, the family agreed on condition that 
the area on the edge of the soon-to-be nature reserve would 
be designated as hotel area. Nowadays, the nature reserve is 
managed by WWF. 

“This ensures that the tranquillity and unique  
natural features of the area surrounding the new ADLER 
Spa Resort will be preserved,” explains Andreas Sanoner. 
Building the resort was a long, winding road sprinkled 
with building permits, environmental impact assessments 

Nature as far 
as the eye can 
see: the view 
from all rooms 
is of the sea, 
the beach 
seems endless, 
lined only by 
white rocks 
and dunes
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The Resort seems to merge 
with nature. The view from the 
Thalasso pool and the Osteria: 
simply instagrammable

and meticulous planning. On an island, everything is 
more complicated, from transport options and connec-
tions to the whole logistics. Luckily, however, the seventh 
generation of the Sanoners has joined the family business. 
“During the last phase it became clear that we needed our 
children’s help to make it – in the last three years of the pro-
ject, we needed their support,” reveals Klaus Sanoner, and 
his brother Andreas adds: “Our children helped us to fi ne-
tune and optimise the project. It was great to collaborate 
with them, and we are thrilled to see what they will achieve 
and come up with.”

This is a great opportunity to introduce the new 
generation to the family business, and for them to help 
shape a major project from the fi rst earthworks to the 
interior design. They are very happy with their parents’ 
choice of Sicily. “The location is just perfect for an ADLER 
Resort,” says Maximilian Sanoner. “It’s such an unspoilt 
area, with few people and few buildings.” Another reason 
why this was a good choice is that, in Sicily, the tourist 
season lasts all year round. “When central and northern 
Europe are still in the grip of winter, here in Sicily the 
mimosas are already in bloom – for me, this is the best 
time of the year,” says Lukas Sanoner. Maximilian and 
Lukas are regularly on site, alternating with their fathers, 
to keep an eye on construction works. Their siblings 
Franziska and Moritz Sanoner are in charge of pre-ope-
ning operations and marketing activities, as well as liaising 
with the local community and suppliers and managing a 
constantly expanding workforce.

In the meantime, what started out as a vision in 
2008 has now developed into an impressive reality. The 
buildings have been built in terraces on the hillside, and 
you can already walk through gardens and Mediterranean 
vegetation to the restaurant, the spa, the bar and the pools. 
“Everything here blends into the surroundings, with great 
architectural restraint,” says Moritz Sanoner. “The wood 
we used for the exteriors has been partially treated, so as 
to look like it was washed ashore.” Another natural 
material that has been used at ADLER Sicilia is tufa, a typi-
cal Sicilian building material of volcanic origin found main-
ly in the Etna area. It is what keeps the interiors pleasantly 
cool in summer and warm in spring. The interior walls are 
mostly clad with terracruda (raw clay) – a natural moisture 
regulator that stores humidity and releases it when conditi-
ons require it, ensuring a healthy indoor environment. 

Just like at every other ADLER Resort, here 
too guests will be off ered the opportunity to take part 
in guided hikes, bike tours and – of course – sea activities. 
“For us, jet skis, banana boats and anything to do with mo-
tor sports are an absolute no-go,” says Andreas Sanoner. 
Regular ADLER guests will have the chance to get better 
acquainted with the territory, its agricultural landscape and 
local suppliers – an approach they will recognise from the 
other ADLER Resorts. “Food is always a key part of the 
experience we off er – light, seasonal dishes made with the 

best locally sourced products. Naturally, fi sh and seafood 
have place of honour in Sicily,” explains Moritz. The fi shing 
town of Sciacca, with its quaint harbour, is just a 30-minu-
te drive from the resort. The resort itself is surrounded by 
small farms – the ideal suppliers for ADLER’s farm-to-ta-
ble cuisine. Vegetables and fruits come directly from the 
resort’s extensive grounds. 30 diff erent varieties of lemons 
and 50 varieties of oranges thrive under the Sicilian sun – 
an incredible range of fl avours and aromas that guests are 
encouraged to smell, taste and experience fi rst-hand. “We 
want to bring in all that Sicily has to off er, so that our guests 
can sample it from the comfort of the resort,” says Lukas.

Sustainability is another cornerstone in the ADLER 
philosophy, and it was a priority of the Sanoner family 
way before it became a buzzword. Here at ADLER Sicilia, 
the issue of sustainability is felt even more deeply, no less 
because of the neighbouring Torre Salsa Natura Reserve. 
This has already led to the fi rst cooperation projects: for 
instance, ADLER will support WWF in maintaining the 
reserve’s walking paths, while environmentalists will off er 
lectures at the resort and share with interested guests the 
secrets and special features of this protected landscape. 

From the beach, a path leads up to the hill over 
dunes and pine groves. The sound of the waves and the 
scent of the sea accompany you every step of the way. And 
when you reach the top of the hill and turn around, the 
view steals your heart all over again, with its expansive 
bay, white beach, green macchia and blue water. A breath-
taking spectacle that guests will be able to enjoy soon. 

·

·

PALERMO

CATANIA

SICILY
ADLER Spa Resort SICILIA

· Agrigento

·
Sciacca



SICILY – 
Love against all 
odds!

This is what connects the writer ROBERTO ALAJMO 
with his home island: A love full of passion and doubt. 

Which is precisely why it lasts a lifetime

15ADLER Spa Resort SICILY 14

Text    Roberto Alajmo

The Sicilian author ROBERTO ALAJMO was born 
in Palermo in 1959 and has lived in Sicily ever since, 
apart from short stays abroad. He has expressed his 
quite ambivalent love for his home island in numerous 
books: „Cuore du Madre“, „È stato il figlio“, „La mos-
sa del matto affogato“, „Palermo“. Roberto Alajmo 
has been awarded various Italian literary prizes, inclu-
ding the Premio Mondello and the renowned Premio  
Campiello.

some sort of addiction. Could I ever grow used to living 
in a place where stolen flowers made the headlines? No, I 
could not.  

This is not one of those heroism-filled stories, whe-
re the wounded soldier eagerly runs back to the front to 
defend his homeland. It’s much more trivial than that. It’s 
just that to be happy – or to achieve that balanced tension 
that we like to call happiness – I need some degree of con-
flict. This is why I went back to her, my spouse island, whe-
re I’ve resolutely remained despite knowing all her faults, 
and all too well. 

This is how it has always been. Whenever I tried 
to spread my wings and fly to pastures new, it was only  
a matter of two weeks before I started to take issue with 
the new town, too – or island, or country. Their faults 
seemed unbearable to me. And back I always came,  
usually complaining about my latest “mistress” – her  
wretched weather or her dull cuisine. But the truth is 
that wherever else I went, I would get bored. Orderli-
ness, which at first seemed such a desirable quality in a  
place, would soon start to feel like dullness. Integrity  
in relationships would inevitably deteriorate into  
tangible boredom. I’m sure there are more charming pla-
ces than Sicily in this world, and less problematic ones at 
that. Never mind, though – it’s her I am in love with. To 
each his own.

There have been times when a sense of intolerance 
nearly got the better of me. But in the end, what always 
prevailed was compassion, acceptance with a smile. Not 
routine, though – I never settled for that. Sicily knows 
I’ll never stop reproaching her for those sins of hers. But 
that’s how it works. Some marriages last for a lifetime, de-
spite being built on a ludicrous foundation – the tireless 
effort to change the one you love.  

Maybe, the secret lies in taking a break from each 
other, from time to time. I from her, she from me. In ha-
ving heated arguments and then making peace, renewing 
our vows. Every lasting relationship has to allow for the 
occasional escapade. But as soon as you realise that you 
can’t live apart, the ghost of divorce is exorcised.

Sometimes, people ask me what I see in her. I always 
reply that sooner or later, everyone will fall in love with a 
scoundrel. They can be very seductive creatures, scoun-
drels. They have a gift for keeping love alight through 
their wild mood swings. Living with them is a constant 
alternating between leaps ahead and sudden stops – and 
not a moment’s rest. I have come to a point where I have 

to admit it: I don’t really want to rest. Because whenever I 
get to relax, that’s when the restlessness sets in. I need ad-
renaline to live, and Sicily is a concentrate of adrenaline. 

I don’t know whether it’s just me. Does everyone 
long for conflict? I sure do. Because that cantankerous  
island of mine has something special, something difficult 
to name. It has a light – yes, that’s it. A bright, shining 
light that you can’t describe until you’ve seen it. Only… 
when you’ve seen it, it’s too late. Once you’ve seen its light, 
the island has already got you.

This is a love declared in extra time. Much like a 
declaration of love between two elderly spouses with no 
secrets left, who have learnt to accept each other’s faults 
by focusing on the merits. The kind of time-tested love 
where passion may have faded away with the years, but a 
rockbed of affection remains that transcends any incom-
prehension.

I hope you will pardon the autobiographic cut of 
this declaration. I was born in Sicily, and there I have re-
mained despite everything, even throughout that time in 
life when you always find a way to leave – if you so wish. 
Not that I haven’t been tempted. The first time the tempta-
tion to leave took concrete shape I was travelling to Britta-
ny. It was the summer of 1992, and Giovanni Falcone and  
Paolo Borsellino – the two heroic judges who were brin-
ging the mafia to justice – had been murdered. That Au-

gust, it felt like all hope had died with them. Caught in a 
climax of despair, I left for France’s westernmost corner, 
the Finistère. There, everything seemed perfect: the land-
scape, the food, the general quality of life. That small cor-
ner of France seemed to possess exactly the pureness and 
authenticity that in those unsettling years I was struggling 
to find back home. Yes, it was raining all the time – even 
in the middle of summer – but… oh, well. And it wasn’t 
the rain that broke the enchantment, anyway. What hap-
pened is that someone stole a vase of flowers in the small 
village where my future mother-in-law lived. It became the 
talk of the town for at least a week.  Who had stolen the 
flowers? People could speak of nothing else, and the in-
cident hit the headlines in the local newspaper. Naturally, 
my mind was elsewhere, on the events that had plagued 
my Sicily, and that’s when I realised that I had developed 



ADLER Lodge ALPE
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Nowhere else in South Tyrol do the stars shine as 
brightly as on the Alpe di Siusi plateau. A wonderful 

opportunity for guests at ADLER Lodge ALPE to 
observe the night sky under expert guidance

 THE   greatest
WONDER

Text    Kornelia Dietrich
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Gazing into infinity: with no light pollution, Alpe di Siusi offers 
the perfect conditions for stargazing. Simon Moroder regular-
ly takes his telescope up there for the benefit of ADLER Lodge 
ALPE guests.

O
One could say he is at home in the sky. Graphic 

designer Simon Moroder from Ortisei has been a member 
of the Max Valier amateur astronomers association for 28 
years. The association runs South Tyrol’s only public as-
tronomic observatory in San Valentino. Simon’s passion 
for stargazing has led him to travel all over the world to 
photograph the northern lights and explore everything 
from galactic nebulae to red giants. Yet what impresses 
him most is still the sky above the Dolomites. To regu-
lar guests of ADLER Lodge ALPE, Simon is a well-known 
face. He has often given lectures there, illustrating the 
wonders of the firmament. On clear nights, he would set 
off, taking his telescope and anyone interested to the Alpi-
ne pasture to enjoy together the fascinating views of shoo-
ting stars, meteor showers and peaks bathed in the light 
of the full moon. 

This summer, he will be taking guests on evening 
walks dedicated to the theme of celestial orientation, ans-
wering questions such as “Where is Polaris?” and “How 
can we find the other constellations?” “Looking through 
the telescope is wonderful, of course,” Simon says. “But 
the most impressive thing of all up there is the sky itself. 
There’s just so much to see, even with the naked eye.” The-
re is no light pollution on Alpe di Siusi, and the stars shi-
ne bright and clear in the unclouded sky. As Simon shows 
the constellations, he also explains how stars are formed, 
how long they live and why they die. 

»When you see a 
night like this, you 

never forget it.«
To book an appointment for a hike with Simon Moroder, please 
contact ADLER Lodge ALPE or visit our website. Private tours 
are also offered by appointment.
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Text    Tomas Niederberghaus
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The spa at ADLER Spa Resort DOLOMITI has a new concept, one 
specifi cally informed by the seasons of the year and their effects 

on the human body. On this basis, our doctors and therapists have 
specially developed a range of different treatments

The spirit may roam where it chooses, but not when 
it chooses. In fact, researchers have found out that cog-
nitive skills improve in summer and autumn compared 
to winter and spring. More generally, science confi rms 
that our physical well-being is strongly infl uenced by 
seasonal cycles, which aff ect the entire human body. 
Let’s take spring and its well-known attending eff ects, 
for example. The reason for them is simple enough: as 
days become longer and brighter, exposure to sunlight 
increases. The light enters the eye and, travelling via the 
nervous system, reaches the brain and in particular the 

pituitary gland, i.e. the hormone release “switchboard”. As 
a result, a whole host of bodily functions are infl uenced, 
including appetite, sleep, mood and sex drive. When they 
are well balanced, hormones stimulate the body in a posi-
tive way: the light and heat of summer tend to make us 
euphoric and even seductive, while the cold and darkness 
of winter tend to dampen the mood. 
To support the body during the cold months, the 
ADLER SPA & MED medical staff  have developed the 
new Circle of Cells spa concept, which includes medical 
and cosmetic treatments for every season. “The eff ects 
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of seasonal cycles on the body and mind should not be 
disregarded,” says Colomba Aura Romeo, a 56 year-old 
medical doctor. While trained in conventional medici-
ne, Dr Romeo has been adopting a holistic approach for 
many years now. She supports her treatments through the 
complementary practice of Reiki – a form of therapeutic 
energy work for the body and mind that originated in 
Japan. She also exploits the benefi cial properties of 
high-concentration plant oils, such as Swiss stone pine, 
lavender, arnica and thyme extracts. These extracts do 
more than just promote the healing of physical ailments: 
in spring and early summer, when nature awakens and 
these plants start to blossom, their scents contribute to 
psychological well-being.
A new, comprehensive detox programme of 7 or 14 days 
is set to be launched at ADLER DOLOMITI from 
February 2022. “In addition to our medical prevention 
and follow-up services, the programme will include hor-
monal balance restoration and the elimination of heavy 
metals from the body,” explains spa manager Silvia 
Mittelberger. The specially designed detoxifi cation spa 
treatment is called Detox Intense. It starts off  with a 
Kneipp-method dry brush massage to stimulate blood 
and lymphatic circulation and remove harmful substan-
ces from body tissues. This is followed by a deep-reaching 
treatment with a horse chestnut serum and a quality 
algae pack to drain excess fl uid build-up. This phase lasts 
20 minutes, during which the patient is left to lie on a hea-
ted waterbed, before proceeding to the fi nal stage where 
the skin is nourished with vitamins and aescin – a horse 
chestnut extract. Our detox programme also includes nu-
trition and exercise plans tailored to each guest by our 
team of doctors and therapists. 
Basically, it extends throughout the year, with health-
promoting treatments that not only are eff ective but 
also promote physical exercise. In the early summer, 
for example, we use shock wave therapy for body 
shaping, while in autumn – with the cooler temperatures 
and the eff ects of the intense summer sun – we focus on 
the skin. In winter, we use ozone therapy to strengthen 
the immune system. 
Just a few months ago, the ADLER DOLOMITI spa 
was enlarged and modernised to accommodate all this. 
Its aesthetics now off er a visual detox, with an elegant 
combination of Japanese elements and traditional South 
Tyrolean design. The wide fl oor-to-ceiling windows look 
out into the zen garden. There is also a new reception 
area with wall and fl oor panelling of fi ne, fragrant wood, 
as well as 17 new treatment rooms in ryokan-inspired 
style. The design of saunas and steam baths is reminiscent 
of an onsen, the famous Japanese spa. Last but not least, 
the spa team. Did you know that the ADLER Spa Resort 
DOLOMITI team now includes 30 highly specialised 
medical doctors, therapists and beauticians? At ADLER, 
you are in good hands!

Winter has taken its toll on the body – it’s 

time for a detox treatment to eliminate 

harmful substances and rebalance hormonal 

levels. The ADLER Med team will devise a 

personalised training and nutrition plan to 

round off  the Detox Intense spa treatment. 

It starts off  with a Kneipp method dry brush 

massage to stimulate blood and lymphatic cir-

culation and remove harmful substances from 

body tissues. This is followed by a deep-rea-

ching treatment with a horse chestnut se-

rum and a quality algae pack to drain excess 

fl uid build-up. Equally eff ective is the ADLER 

Body Slim treatment, which consists of the 

application of a mixture of stem cells from 

unripe grapes, Bagno Vignoni thermal wa-

ter and caff eine. This is paired with cupping 

to eff ectively reduce cellulite and local fat de-

posits, reshape body contours and improve mi-

cro-circulation.

      HAPPY        ALL  AROUND!
detox

For many, summer is the absolute favourite season. It is a time when 

life feels as light and unburdening as a breezy dress… and hormones tend 

to play up a bit. In summer, we feel bursting with energy that we need 

to let out. Outside in nature, preferably. But not all outdoor activities 

are equally benefi cial for everyone. Our personal coach will help you 

to devise and implement a workout plan suited to your specifi c needs. 

Something that is not only fun, but also eff ective in preventing ailments 

and supporting back health, like fascia roller exercises, for example.

out into
 nature

It’s time to start preparing for winter. But how to strengthen 

the immune system, and how to counteract the sense of 

tiredness caused by the diminishing hours of daylight? Tension 

in the neck and lower back caused by draughts and colder tem-

peratures also need to be addressed. Ozone therapy off ers a proven 

remedy for all this. Ozone is a naturally occurring gas with strong 

anti-bacterial and antiviral properties that also has anti-

infl ammatory, muscle-relaxing, regenerative and pain-relieving 

eff ects. Ozone promotes the elimination of toxins and rebalan-

ces the immune system. The perfect ally to remain healthy through 

the winter!

ozone-
therapy

The August sun and heat help fruit and 

vegetables to ripen, but for many people they 

tend to worsen fl uid accumulation in the lo-

wer limbs, leading to leg and foot swelling. 

Our Presso treatment with pressure ban-

dages reduces fl uid retention and detoxifi es 

body tissues by boosting lymph fl ow and 

stabilising blood circulation. We recommend 

pairing it with our 1501 Draining Intensive 

Serum with algae extracts, aescin and ruscus 

extracts. It will leave you feeling as light as 

a lemongrass leaf.

cool
down

Oops, summer is already over. And it has 

left the skin sun-stressed and sensitive, so much 

so that it reacts with redness and cracks when 

exposed to autumn’s cooler temperatures. Now 

it’s time to give it special care – by choosing our 

ADLER Facial Regeneration treatment, for 

example. It is the fruit of top-level cosmetic 

research, and combines winged senna extracts 

with plant melatonin to regulate gene expres-

sion, which is one of the factors responsible for 

skin ageing. The treatment helps to preserve 

skin tissue elasticity and shape. Additionally, 

the properties of water from the Dolomites 

combined with DNA complexes and hyaluronic 

acid moisturise the skin and promote its re-

generation. Forget the dry leaves – treat your 

skin to a new level of freshness.

skin
clean

It’s fi nally spring! Happiness hormones are starting to increase, but the 

body doesn’t look or feel in shape just yet. The ADLER Spa Resorts team 

of medical doctors and therapists will devise a personalised training 

and nutrition plan to shape you up, with a little help from shock-

wave therapy. This eff ective body-shaping procedure helps to eliminate 

excess fat, tighten tissue and tone the body, with the added bonus of 

also improving skin elasticity. Shock waves are short, high-energy waves 

of a mechanical-acoustic nature that are transmitted through water or 

water-containing tissue. To this, we add the ADLER Body Silhouette

treatment, which combines vegetal melatonin with DNA complexes 

and hyaluronic acid to stimulate the body’s natural collagen 

synthesis and improve tone and fi rmness.

bodyshaping

February / March

April / May

June / July

August

November

October
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  A DAY WITH… 

Her skirts are the stuff of dreams. A dream of refi-
ned fabrics folding into soft pleats and then narrowing into  
elegant bodices enveloping lace blouses. Those pleats are 
partly covered by a symbol of labour – an apron, which adds 
a touch of colourful elegance to the ensemble, turning a tra-
ditional dress into something unique. It is part of a careful-
ly chosen and very original wardrobe, which for the last 30 
years has been curated in minute detail by its proud owner: 
Christine Karabacher. 

For regulars at ADLER DOLOMITI, she is a familiar 
face. For the newcomers, she is the conductor of an extra-
ordinary orchestra, the one who creates ADLER’s unmista-
kable symphony of efficiency, hospitality, warmth and well-
being. “I was brought here by a curious turn of fate,” says 
Christine, reminiscing about her old life, when she had left 
Fiè allo Sciliar to travel the world in search of her freedom, 
dancing to the tune of tourist seasons. London, Paris, then 
Hamburg, working in one of the world’s best hotels. More 
travels followed, taking her to the Far East – to Bangkok.

Then, life happened … a dinner at a friend’s in  
Vienna, the journey back to Italy to perform her electoral du-
ties, unfathomable family circumstances, and a resume sent 
half-jokingly to a hotel that had an eagle emblem. ADLER. 
Her job interview was with Klaus Sanoner who, after the  
ritual greetings, decided to show her the construction site 
of the new hotel. “I struggled to keep up, he was walking so 
fast…” recalls Christine. “But I didn’t give up, even though 
I was wondering why I had to almost jog through my inter-
view.” Today, she smiles as she recalls that unusual interview, 
which, however, turned out to be her first test of efficiency 
and endurance. A test she passed with flying colours. 

At first, she had to fill in for Verena, Andreas  
Sanoner’s wife, who was on maternity leave. “I can really say 
that I have seen the birth of the family’s new generation!”  
Actually, she has seen the birth of the whole ADLER Spa 
Resorts & Lodges project, and followed its developments in 
terms of design, style and services. Since her first day at work 
(she still remembers the lift boy who used to escort the guests 
to the lifts), ADLER has come a long way. Besides, it was in-
deed the Sanoners’ innovations and dynamic approach that  
kept a freedom-thirsty girl like Christine here in the small 
mountain town of Ortisei. “Here, there are always new 
ideas brewing, new experiences waiting and never a dull mo-
ment. You can feel you are part of an ever-evolving project. 

And the place is just extraordinary… the panorama, the light 
and the surrounding nature convey an incredible energy.” 

Season after season, Christine became the point 
of reference at reception, offering a concierge service that  
left nothing to chance, from the uniforms of waiting per-
sonnel to hotel decor. By the way, she is the one who 
takes care of all decorations, from the daily accents to 
the festive ornaments. Candles, vases, flowers… Chris-
tine adds a touch of nature to the common areas and the  
130 restaurant tables. 

Most of her time, however, is taken up by reception 
work, which includes checking reservations, supervising 
reception operations, monitoring waiting lists and mana-
ging staff. Behind the glazed, wood-framed hall of ADLER  
DOLOMITI beats the very heart of the hotel – a heart  
made of 10 secretaries, 2 directors, Christine herself and her 
assistant. Under Christine’s supervision, the reception staff 
take care of reservations, check-ins and check-outs. But that’s 
not all – they also need to keep up with all that happens in 
every hotel department as well as be up to date with what 
goes on in the town and its surroundings. 

“To be good at this job, you have to be well pre- 
pared and patient, because you need to comply with your 
guests’ every request.” There’s the Nordic walker who enqui-
res about the best trails in the area, for example. Someone 
needs to know about mountain roads conditions (“is there 
snow?”). Or the hiking guide who needs glasses for the picnic 
to be dealt with. On top of that, the phone keeps ringing all 
day, and when it’s not ringing Christine is using it to call the 
guests on our waiting list. “Good news, a room has become 
available and I’ve just sent you an offer!” To make a client 
happy by finding a room for them during the high season is 
what gives her the greatest satisfaction. “To me, this is like 
a home,” says Christine. “I love to reassure guests and give 
them a warm welcome, albeit with discretion.” 

A long career such as hers can only be built on a  
genuine love of hospitality, and it certainly comes with a 
wealth of memories and anecdotes. “Of course! The best 
ones give me strength and joy, while the difficult ones are 
something I can learn from,” says Christine, explaining  
how her work has changed and developed in tune with 
the market’s evolution. Nowadays, for example, ADLER  
DOLOMITI is open all year round, and offers a much wi-
der range of accommodation options and activities to meet 
the modern guest’s needs. The focus has increasingly shif-
ted to nature, sports and wellness, with a variety of options  
designed to satisfy a diverse clientele. 

“At the end of the day, every single guest must be 
happy and content, whatever their personal expectations.” 
Which says something, considering that today’s expectations 
exceed by far those we were used to in the past, when guests 
would stay for longer periods – months sometimes – and the 
turnover would be lower and slower. The fast pace, however, 
doesn’t scare her – that has been clear from the very begin-
ning, since her job interview at the construction site.
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DIVINE

WORMS 

Anna Tigrato’s 
cooking classes 

offer guests at 
ADLER Spa Resort 

THERMAE the 
chance to learn 

how to make “pici” 
in the wonderful 

setting of the Tenuta 
Sanoner estate
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Have you ever tasted Tuscany? It tastes of sun- 
ripened tomatoes, spicy olive oil, aromatic herbs… and of 
aglione, the fine, giant garlic that only grows here in the  
Val d’Orcia valley. Right in front of me I have a steaming 
plate of hand-rolled pici, a southern Tuscany speciality that 
looks like a thicker relative of spaghetti. The scent of sugo 
fills the air here on the terrace overlooking the Sanoner es-
tate, distracting me for a while from the wonderful view 
sweeping from Castelli and cypresses to Monte Amiata. 

Our pranzo has been prepared with the best in- 
gredients, but that’s not the only reason we find it so de-
licious. WE have hand-rolled these pici by ourselves. WE 
have prepared this sugo by ourselves. And by “we” I mean 
Karen and her husband Jim from California, Verena and 
Elisabeth from Bavaria, Walter from Berlin and, of course, 
yours truly. Well, not exactly “by ourselves” – we did it un-
der the supervision of Anna Tigrato, an energetic petite 
lady with sparkling eyes, dark curls and a black cooking 
apron with colourful flowers embroidered under her name 
tag. We are lucky: not only does she know everything about 
pasta, prosciutto, cheese, flour and vegetables, she is also 
the depositary of a thousand cooking tips and tricks, and a 
hundred stories to go with them. 

Our day had a pleasant start. After the stroll from 
ADLER Spa Resort THERMAE, Anna welcomed us to the 
estate. We – the six participants in the cooking class she 
holds every Tuesday at the Sanoners’ family wine estate –  
introduced ourselves over coffee. Anna chooses her menus 
based on the season and the course participants. “We have 
some regulars, and of course they shouldn’t have to cook 
the same thing over again, but rather learn something new 
every time,” she explains. But one Tuscan classic or another 
always features on the menu. Today, it is a light aubergine 
tartlet with tomatoes, basil and buffalo milk mozzarella, fol-
lowed by the renowned pici and cantucci for dessert – the 
crunchy almond biscuits native to Tuscany that have long 
since gained worldwide fame.

H
We started off with the sugo, so that it would have 

time to simmer slowly, as it should. The first ingredient  
to be cooked is the aglione. “Cooked?” we ask incredulous-
ly. Anna laughs. “Yes, like potatoes. You cook it whole,  
in a large pot with plenty of water.” When it was cooked, 
we proceeded to peel off the skins and mash the pulp with 
a fork. Then we roasted some of this aglione mash with  
oil in a pan, and added peeled tomatoes, salt and chilli pep-
per. After about ten minutes, we added the rest of the aglio-
ne mash, and let it all cook for at least 15 minutes. 

Now it was time for the legendary pici, which we 
already knew from the ADLER Spa Resort THERMAE 
restaurant, where they are a permanent staple on the 
menu – sometimes with cacio e pepe (cheese and pepper),  
sometimes with sugo all’aglione, or chianina minced meat 
sauce or even, quite simply, alle briciole, i.e. sprinkled with 
toasted breadcrumbs. “Pici used to be a poor man’s food, 
a cheap but nutritious dish eaten by small farmers and  
farm workers. They’re made of nothing but water and flour. 
Only on Sundays was an egg added to the dough.” 

Today, we’re having Sunday on a Tuesday. Anna  
measures out the water and flour, then adds the egg, say-
ing, “No matter whether you’re cooking for two or six peo-
ple, it’s always just one single egg.” No salt? “No, no salt.  
It would dry up the dough. And with the good flour 
from Molino Val d’Orcia we use here, you don’t need salt  
anyway.” Molino Val d’Orcia is a stone mill situated just 
a few kilometres from the estate. The owner, Amedeo  
Grappi, uses ancient grain varieties to produce his fine flour 
– the flour used in the resort’s restaurant. 

Turning these simple ingredients into good pici  
is an art that requires, first and foremost, time. You need 
to knead the dough vigorously for at least 20 minutes.  
Anna does it by pressing the dough smooth using both 
heels of her hands in an alternate motion, like a cat  
walking slowly or… well, kneading. We tried our hand at  
it, and quickly realised how exhausting it is. “Here’s a 

Handmade: Pici require the best 
ingredients and a lot of patience
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A worthy reward! Course 
participants enjoying their self-
made pici all’aglione on the 
terrace of Tenuta Sanoner 

dough must be left to rest for 20 minutes, and we used that  
time to prepare our cantucci. These biscuits were invented 
 in the Tuscan town of Prato in the Middle Ages. There  
was no sugar back then, so they used aniseed seeds to  
give the biscuits some sort of spicy sweetness. This is how 
they still make them in Prato, but we are going for the  
classic version with unpeeled almonds instead. 

While the biscotti were baking in the oven, we went 
on to prepare the aubergines for the appetisers. We co-
oked them in a coated pan, without adding any fat so as to  
keep the dish lighter. Then we layered them with tomatoes, 
basil leaves and mozzarella in ovenproof dishes and baked  
it all for fifteen minutes before serving. 

Just the time for a short break. Outside, Barbara  
and Giada had already set up trays filled with crostini, 
ham, salami and pecorino cheese, which accompanied 
our wine tasting. We started off with Aetos Sparkling, a  
delicate pink spumante, light and tangy – the perfect ape-
ritif. This was followed by the latest addition to the Tenu-
ta cellar, a white Cuvée from Greco and Chardonnay gra-
pes, soft and fresh. Then came the Sangiovese – a classic  
Tuscan red wine made from the same grapes that give  
Brunello and Chianti their distinctive characters. Here  
at the estate, these grapes are grown organically and  
processed into Orcia Sangiovese DOC and Riserva, and 
both wines have recently been awarded the prestigious  
Demeter organic seal.

Refreshed and fortified, we were ready to get  
back to the kitchen and the day’s highlight: rolling the  
pici. Each of us with a thin strip of dough in front of us, 
we had to roll it out into a long pasta worm. Alas, mine  
didn’t turn out quite as smooth and regular as Anna’s. 
“Still, at least you can tell it was handmade,” I offered 
in its defence. “No,” replied Anna. “You can only tell it  
comes from inexperienced hands that have no idea  
how pici are made. That they are handmade you can tell 
by the rounded endings: machine-made pici are cut off  
smooth and square.” 

So, we re-kneaded and re-rolled from scratch, and the 
second attempt already looked much better. After a whi-
le, we all got the hang of it. We dusted our pici with flour  
and placed them on a wooden board. 

There was still time before our meal to visit the 
wine cellar, which was carved out from the rocks below  
the kitchen and enoteca. Giada illustrated what happens 
to the grapes after the harvest: how they are cleaned  
and sorted, pressed and fermented, and finally left to  
mature in fine small oak barrels called barriques before  
being bottled.

As we emerged from the cellar, we found the table 
on the terrace already set. And now, while we are indulging 
in our home-made pici, I have one last question for Anna: 
if you have made too much dough, can you store it in the 
fridge? “For one day at most. But believe you me, there are 
never leftovers.” She’s right: we are all having seconds.

trick: stand on your heels while you pull the dough with  
your fingertips, then drop back onto your soles when you 
knead it; this way you exploit your whole body weight, rat-
her than just overworking your wrists. ”We were impres-
sed, but Anna laughed it off, saying, “I’m not a cook, just a  
woman who likes to cook.” A charming understatement, 
of course. Be it as it may, this is probably the reason why 
she is more accurate and simply better at explaining the-
se things than professional chefs, who tend to take the  
basics for granted. As it happens, her husband is one such 
professional – Onofrio Fusillo, one of the two chefs de  
cuisine at ADLER Spa Resort THERMAE. But when  
he is at home, he never cooks, as he loves Anna’s cucina 
casalinga (home cooking). “While we were engaged, he 
used to say he would cook for me when we were married.  
I’m still waiting for the day he does!” Now, the kneaded  
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»Fall back onto 
your soles when you 

knead the dough, 
so as to use your 

whole body weight 
for strength«



INBETWEEN
WORLDS

Detox Intense is a refreshing boost for the body. 
The herbal stamp massage breathes relief into every cell. 

The oxygen bath is a dip into rejuvenation and 
Ayur Senses brings the body and soul back into balance. 

Four treatments in our ADLER Spas32



Now, that’s a fresh kick! As Marlene starts massaging 
me with a soft brush, my entire body suddenly wakes up. 
Not that I was sleepy to begin with – actually, I had a 
swim just before the treatment. Dry skin brushing was 

invented over a century ago  
by Sebastian Kneipp, a 

Swabian priest and 
naturopath who also 

invented hydro- 
therapy. It offers 
a variety of health 
benefits, such as 
boosting blood 
circulation and sti- 

mulating the lym- 
phatic system to 

detox body tissues. Here 
at ADLER Spa Resort 

DOLOMITI, this method has  
been further developed into DETOX INTENSE, a  
cutting-edge treatment. After the brushing, Marlene  
applies a purifying serum made from algae extracts  
to target specific problem areas, such as the thighs and  
inner arms. Then an algae pack is applied to my entire  
body. Cosily wrapped up, I am left to relax on a warm  
water bed. For the next 25 minutes I lie there,  
relaxed and content like a grey seal on a warm  
beach. After the algae are showered off my body, it’s  
time for the last act – an extra side of moisture and  
nourishment delivered by a body cream packed with  
vitamins, algae and horse chestnut extracts. After the 
treatment comes the treat: I can keep the beautiful wood-
handled brush made from natural hair! Marlene hands it 
to me wrapped in a fine cloth bag, saying, “This way you 
can repeat the treatment at home.” Yes, I can. Just not 
quite as well as Marlene does it, I suspect.    kd

According to Ayurvedic teachings, people with a Vata  
body type are active and full of vitality, both physical-
ly and mentally. Apparently, they also have a way with  
words. So, you can now read on safe in the knowledge  
that I am indeed a Vata person, as certified by the  
doctor at ADLER THERMAE. As such, I am sensitive 
to noise and love warmth. One could well say that the  
new Ayur Senses treatment is tailored to my  
needs… . This 100-minute treatment is the brainchild of  
the wondrous Massimiliano D’Apolito and some of his 
colleagues. I’m delighted to hear that today, he 
will be performing the treatment himself. Here in the 
cabin all is quiet; I can only hear a soft, wellness- 
inspiring sound. I lie on my back and take  three deep 
breaths. Then, Massimiliano guides me into a trance-like 
state of spiritual relaxation. He starts with my legs, slowly 

working his way up to my head, alter-
nating the massage with gentle 

stretching manoeuvres. Du-
ring the treatment, he 

uses powders extrac-
ted from plants and a  
variety of aroma-
tic oils, which are 
then removed by me-
ans of warm cloths. It 

feels like a unique body 
performance – and it has 

only just started, because 
every move is then repeated with 

me lying in the prone position. Ayur 
Senses stimulates blood and lymph circulation with deto-
xifying and liquid-draining effects. It brings the body and 
mind back into balance,” Massimiliano explains. It totally 
makes sense, of course. What he can do with his hands is 
simply amazing. A real treat for the senses!     tn

ADLER Spa Resort 

DOLOMITI
ADLER Lodge 

ALPE
ADLER Spa Resort 

THERMAE
ADLER Lodge 

RITTEN

As the thera- 
pist slowly 
massages my 
arms, hands 
and every sin-
gle finger joint 
with warm oil, 
the scent of arni-
ca, sage and marigold 
tickles my nose. Before this, she placed two warm  
herbal stamps on my neck and shoulders, and I can  
sense my muscles slowly unwinding under their gentle 
pressure. This is a nice way of compensating for the long 
hours spent in front of a computer screen. When I stret-
ched out on to the lounger here in the ADLER Lodge 
ALPE spa, my trapezius felt like a pair of steel cables.  
This treatment I’m having, however, is not just for the 
neck and shoulders – it pampers the whole body with 
herbal oils and stamps. Gentle and soothing, this war-
ming full-body treatment taps into the virtues of Alpine  
medicinal herbs, like the ones that grow just outside the 
Lodge, on the sunny Alpe di Siusi plateau. It feels as  
if every cell in my body is breathing in and out in 
relief, shaking off its torpor under the firm pressure of 
the therapist’s fingers. This state of deep relaxation is  
followed by a pleasant, rejuvenating sensation. The  
herbal extracts have an invigorating effect on my musc-
les and joints, and the mixture of lavender and rose-
mary leaves sends a jolt of energy throughout my body.  
After 50 minutes of treatment, I get up feeling elated – 
today, nothing can stop me!     kd

At first, I expected this bath to involve water, like  
any other bath. I was wrong.  And unlike any other 
bath, the oxygen bath offered in the spa at ADLER Lodge  
RITTEN is actually an intensive face treatment. The first 
step consists of cleansing the skin with a delicate foam and 
firm massage strokes, and then refreshing it with a face to-
nic. A pleasant, aromatic scent accompanies Elena’s move-
ments as her hands work their magic on my chin, cheeks, fo-
rehead, cheekbones and nose. After this priming stage, the 
innovative therapy begins – one 
that is based on the latest 
advancements in nano-
technology. It feels as 
if a breath of fresh 
air is being piped 
under my epider-
mis. This gives the 
phrase  “getting 
under my skin” 
a completely new, 
wholesome meaning. 
Before the treatment, 
Elena had explained to me 
how this gentle oxygen infusion 
and the natural serums work: the treatment is designed to 
improve skin texture and smooth out fine lines by delivering 
the active ingredients deep into the skin and protecting it 
from premature ageing. After this refreshing step, she starts 
to pamper my face with the nourishing, soothing ADLER 
Sensitive Day Cream. As is the case with all products from 
the ADLER cosmetic lines, the ingredients in this cream 
come from strictly controlled organic farming. While my 
face soaks up the cream, I enjoy a foot massage. At the end, 
Elena holds up a mirror: the reflection I see is a different 
me. A smiling face that looks fresher, more relaxed and 
radiant… and slightly more youthful, too.     kd

Detox
Intense

Herbal
Stamp

Ayur
Senses

Oxygen
bath
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In winter, the mountains Denti di Terra 
Rossa, Sassolungo e Sassopiatto wear a 

white dress, alpine huts sink under  
a thick blanket - and the first hikers of 

the day make lonely tracks in the snow



Up here 
you 
don‘t 
encounter 
skiers, 
but deer, 
foxes and 
some-
times even 
a shy 
chamois
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Into the snowshoes, up the  
mountains: Verena Stuflesser 

leads guests of the ADLER 
Spa Resort DOLOMITI on 

fascinating tours through the 
winter wonderland

On a big foot: snowshoes provide grip and prevent you from 
sinking into deep snow (below). The Sella, Sassolungo and Sas-
sopiatto mountains seem within reach on the hiking tour (left)

When faced with a difficult  
challenge, you can do either of two 
things: reject it or fall in love with it. 

Verena chose the latter, and  
turned her personal experience of 
life in the mountains into a professio-
nal opportunity. “I grew up in these 
woods. I used to walk through them 
every day on my way back from school 
– even in winter, when walking in the 
wild was something of a feat,” she says. 
She would sleigh her way downhill  
to school in the early morning, and 
then go back home using the old one-
seat chairlift, still with a long stretch  
to walk in the snow. Now, the little girl 
who used to walk her way back home 

through the woods has grown up, and 
shares her knowledge with those who 
follow her walks off the beaten path.

The routes in the snow from 
Verena’s childhood have now become 
the snowshoeing itineraries offered  
to guests of ADLER Spa Resort  
DOLOMITI. Unlike their “forefathers” 
– rudimentary implements made of 
woven ropes tied to a wooden hoop – 
modern snowshoes are nothing short 
of small technological wonders. Much 
lighter than ancient models, they  
are equipped with joints to make  
movements and ascents easier. The  
hotel provides them to all the guests 
who participate in Verena’s excursions. 

She is a thoughtful guide, patiently 
helping everyone to fit the snowshoes 
over their waterproof boots. During 
her walks, she tirelessly points out  
the fox and deer tracks in the snow, 
telling tales about the animals and  
offering advice to the less experienced. 
Small steps, legs apart, and poles firmly 
planted – this is the perfect sport for 
children too. Besides, snowshoes come 
in every size. 

The snowshoeing calendar 
covers Monday to Saturday, progres-
sing from easy to more challenging  
hikes. Participants are split into two 
different groups based on their fitness 
level. Some of them grow so fond of the 

experience that they come back, year 
after year, just to repeat it. I can see 
why. Just the idea of treading through 
virgin snowscapes framed by majestic 
snow-capped peaks, with the chance 
to meet roe deer, foxes, chamois and 
fawns along the way, is well worth  
facing the cold. The tasty lunch  
waiting for us at the mountain hut 
only adds to the motivation, obvious-
ly! “You’ll come back happy!” Verena  
reassures me – she must be used to  
hesitant beginners such as me. Each 
of her itineraries is carefully chosen  
in terms of duration and required  
effort. This way, even after months 
of sedentary life everyone has time to 
adjust and enjoy both the beauty of 
the scenery and the health benefits 
of snowshoeing. “Legs, buttocks, abs,  
triceps and inner thighs – snowsho-
eing trains many different muscles, 
and helps to burn calories and improve 
breathing.” A snowshoe walk is a real 
boon for the body and mind. 

The weekly programme starts  
off with a simple “winter walk” – a  
softer version of a snowshoe hike. It 
helps Verena to take the measure of 
each participant’s fitness and advise 
them on which of the two groups they 
should join. The emotions and the 
breathtaking views are the same for 
everyone; only the routes and level of 
difficulty vary depending on the group. 
A guided excursion offers benefits even 
to the more experienced. “With an 
instructor, you can venture off-piste.  
We know the terrain like the back of 
our hands, as this is where we grew  
up. Additionally, we instructors are 
always in touch with each other. It’s  
important to keep an eye on the we-
ather conditions and bear in mind  
that the winning strategy in the moun-
tains is caution.” 

As the legs grow accustomed  
to the effort and the eyes shift progres-
sively from the snow to the scenery 
around us, we build up to the two most 
beautiful – and challenging – excursi-
ons in the programme. “The program-
me includes two gems: the ascent to 
the Rasciesa alp and a snowshoe hike 
at sunset.” 

Admiring the blushing ridges 
towering beyond the snow-capped 
firs requires us to make a start from  
ADLER in the early afternoon. We 
head towards the village of Santa  
Cristina, where the chairlift takes 

us up to 2,000 metres. We put our  
snowshoes on and make our way to 
the panoramic balcony overlooking 
Mt. Sassolungo, where we indulge with 
mulled wine as the sun starts to set.  
At dusk, we set off again to face an 
unforgettable eight-kilometre hike 
through the wood, with only our  
head torches to illuminate the snowy 
trail. “I too felt emotional when one of 
the participants burst into tears from 
all the energy and joy she felt during 
the excursion,” reveals Verena. 

The ascent to the Rasciesa alp is 
a beginner-friendly, immersive expe-
rience in unspoilt natural surroun-
dings. It is not unusual to meet rare 
chamois as you make your way where 
“not even skiers go”. There’s a tram- 
way that takes you to an altitude of  
over 2,000 metres, where a massive 
copy of the wooden crucifix exhibited 
at the Gherdëina Museum in Ortisei 
stands tall. From there, the gaze plun-
ges into the Isarco valley only to climb 
back up over the Ortles and Brenta 
mountains far away in front of us.  
Behind us, the Odle group with the  
Seceda peak towering above Orti-
sei. To our right, the Sella massif and  
further beyond Mt. Sassolungo and 
Mt. Sassopiatto. It feels as if you could 
almost touch this incredible crown of 
snowy mountains all around us, which 
makes this excursion a truly unique  
experience.

Text    Carla Diamanti
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ADLER MAGIC

Choose your ADLER Friends Magic offer from: 

It‘s time to take a regenerating Spa Break

Book this offer with only 150 ADLER Friends points per person

• Euro 50,00 OFF per person on the room rate and Euro 50,00 Spa Gift voucher  
    per person for a treatment of your choice, by booking a stay of min. 3 nights 

•  Euro 75,00 OFF per person on the room rate and Euro 75,00 Spa Gift voucher  
    per person for a treatment of your choice, by booking a stay of min. 5 nights

HAPPY FAMILY
Sunshine, green fields and 
unique experiences for you and 
your family

•  Offer applicable for stays from    
   Sunday to Thursday or to Fri-       
    day, with two full paying adults

•   ADLER Friends kids up to  
   15 years stay for free!

You need 200 ADLER 
Friends points per child to 
take advantage of this offer

 LET YOUR SOUL FLY

 Enjoy your vacation with these special benefits:

 ADLER Friends Club special deal!

Book this offer with only 200 ADLER Friends points per 
person. Minimum stay 4 nights with arrival on Sunday

•  1 Spa treatment of your choice per person (50 min.)
•  Euro 75 OFF per person on the room rate 

TOP OF THE YEAR

A wellness escape you can only experience once a year!

The Top Deal for ADLER Friends Club members! 

 Book this offer with only 150 ADLER Friends per     
 person 

•  Spend 4 enchanting days on Alpe di Siusi, 
    on Renon, in the Dolomites or in Tuscany 
    paying only for 3!

Welcome kids!  FRIENDS
COLLECT POINTS AND RELAX

Four 
of fers that 

you can redeem 
at certain times* in 

the ADLER Spa 
Resorts & Lodges 

in 2022

ADLER CLUB

(This offer is not valid at the ADLER  
Spa Resort BALANCE and at the ADLER  
Spa Resort SICILIA)

* Find all details about our offers and  
the times at which they are bookable at 
adler-friends.com

(This offer is not valid at the ADLER Spa Resort SICILIA)
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First stop: 
the Costalovara 
lake – a sunrise
hike on Mt. Renon 
full of discoveries

Text    Tomas Niederberghaus

ADLER Lodge RITTEN

42 in the wood



As the black sky 
fades to the morning 
blue, the green hues 
of the woods become 
incredibly vibrant.

A thick carpet of moss covering 
roots and boulders (above). 
The perfect moment: an en-
counter with a tawny owl (right). 
ADLER Lodge RITTEN bathed 
in moonlight (left).

This is the kind of excursion 
that makes you think about life –  
about things both mundane and  
unearthly. It was indeed a very  
mundane thought, for example, that 
came to me at four thirty in the  
morning, when my laziest self kept 
whispering, “Just lie in. Haven’t you 
seen enough dawns already?” Natur-
ally, I got up instead. And let me tell 
you: it was totally worth it! 

What was almost unearthly  
was that on this sunrise hike the 
first thing we saw was actually the 
full moon. It looked unbelievably 
close, gazing at us poetically with a 
contented expression from the dark 
night while bathing ADLER Lodge  
RITTEN in a dreamlike light. 
When we arrived at the Costalovara 
lake, we saw it twice, mirrored on 
the surface of the water. The sun was  
nowhere to be seen.

We were a party of seven – 
us guests, and Dominik Pellegrin, 
an athletic, curly-haired tour guide  
with doe-brown eyes and life-long 
knowledge of this area. Our hike  
started off more like a short, silent 
march, with us still hungover from 
sleep and maybe also from that won-
derful Aetos Orcia Sangiovese wine 
we had the night before. Be it as it 
may, our minds were still soundly  
asleep in bed as our bodies were 
tackling – or rather, supposed to 
tackle – the first climb just behind  
the Costalovara lake. Our path  
was lined with tall fir trees. Little by 

little, I became aware of a tantalising 
scent. I could feel myself slowly wa-
king up, and I wasn’t startled when 
a sudden, long-drawn hooting sound 
echoed through the wood. “Hoo-
Hooohoo-Hooo” followed by another 
“Hoooo” and a shorter “Hoo”. And 
there it was, flying off on its heavy 
wings: a tawny owl! Worthy of a Harry 
Potter scene! 

As the black sky faded to the 
morning blue, the green hues of the 
woods became incredibly vibrant. 
To the left of our path was a carpet  
of moss, covered roots, dead bran-
ches and even impressive boulders, 
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Happi-
ness 
comes 
from 
nature, 
because 
nature 
has no 
expec-
tations

lying scattered among the trees like 
dice thrown by the hand of God. It  
reminded me of my first walks in the 
wood as a child. Back then, I was  
accompanied by my grandfather, who 
was a forester and used to encourage 
me to watch for figures in the tree 
trunks. 

I let my gaze sweep up and 
down the bark, and for a split  
second a shape popped up here and 
there – a whale, and then a croco- 
dile head.  I noticed that the sound  
of footsteps had ceased, and that 
Dominik and the others were not 
in sight. So I followed the path. A  
tarn appeared on the left, lined with 
reeds and covered in leaves. Behind 
it, the path led uphill again. I stayed 
there and called Dominik’s name into 
the silent wood. No answer. Where 
could they be? I walked on, but the-
re was still no sign of my group. I  
reached for my mobile, punched in 
Dominik’s number and finally heard 
his voice – unfortunately, his recorded 
voice. What now?

Sometimes, it’s no bad thing  
to lose oneself. Our daily lives are 
so desperately busy and challenging,  
with their to-dos and deadlines, that 
we hardly know how to roam freely 
any more. Sometimes it’s good to just 
go where your feet take you, with- 
out knowing where you are for a  
while. And it’s wonderful when you 
feel happy and realise that your hap-
piness comes from nature, because 
nature has no expectations. As I  
walked on, losing myself in such 
thoughts while also worrying about 
missing the sunrise with the others, 
my mobile went off. It was Dominik. 
“Where are you?” he asked. “Where 
are you?” I replied. As it turned out,  
I had missed a fork on the way and 
went too far. Fifteen minutes later 
I was standing on a mountain knoll 
with the rest of the group – still in 
time for the sunrise. 

The knoll is called Ortlkopf. 
From there, we could admire the  
view down into the valley, with its  
villages immersed in a sea of vine- 
yards and apple orchards. And  
beyond, the majestic peaks of the  
Dolomites – Mt Sciliar and Mt  
Catinaccio. Dominik warned that 
seeing the dawn could be a bit of a  
challenge, that day. The reason was 
clear: huge clouds were gathering from 

behind the mountain tops, almost  
rushing towards us. Unlike the sun 
and the moon, which are of celesti-
al nature, clouds make the air feel  
“concrete and alive, somehow con-
nected to us”. As the German author 
Hermann Hesse put it, clouds are  
“the only pieces of earth and earthly 
matter that rise visible to the eye”.  
Dominik had brought two thermos 
flasks with tea and coffee – splen-
did! He told us that there are days,  
in September, when the sun rises  
three times up here. That would be  
when it leaves its temporary cover  
behind the towering mountain peaks. 

“It would be nice to see it 
rise at least once,” I thought. After 
all, we had torn ourselves from our  
beds pretty early, and in our group 
there were two German guests who 
had dragged along all their photo- 
graphic equipment, including lenses 
as long as cannon barrels – which  
gave the term “photo shooting” an inte-
resting new slant. Dominik said that in  
autumn, sometimes the morning  
mist settles over the villages and vi-
neyards, enveloping the landscape  
in a veil of mystique. Suddenly, the  
cameras went “click”. There it was, 
slowly fighting its way through the 
clouds. It offered a brief but en-
chanting spectacle in all shades of  
orange and red, before disappearing 
again behind a curtain of clouds that 
appeared eager to hurry along and 
create a memorable play of light and 
shadows. 

An hour later I was sitting 
at the breakfast table, tucking into  
my lavish loot from the buffet:  
crunchy bread, Tyrolean Speck,  
fruit, and freshly pressed juice made  
of apple, carrot and ginger with a  
drop of olive oil. The waiter also  
served me scrambled eggs and  
coffee. What a lovely start to the day 
– a fine, sunny day, as it turned out in  
the end.

Made it: the sun rising over Mt Sciliar as  
the crowning moment of our morning hike
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The exclusive line of cosmetics, the 
olive oil, the Aetos wines – our online shop 

offers all ADLER products for home

Only a couple of days. This is how long it takes 
for ADLER products to be delivered to your door after 
you click “Buy” at their online shop. Just a few taps on a  
keyboard or smartphone, and we can pamper our skin, pa-
late and body. But what lies behind this simple, increasingly 
common gesture?

In short, an entire world. Draw back the curtains, 
and you will find a host of busy people programming  
software, processing orders and monitoring and following 
up your every request. The only thing you won’t find,  
however, is a dedicated physical space. That’s because all 
sales and shipments are directly managed by the spa team 
in Ortisei, according to a tried-and-tested procedure. The 

person in charge of coordinating all operations and mo-
nitoring the ADLER product lines is Silvia Mittelberger. 
Short hair, golden-framed glasses, and a familiar face to all 
guests at ADLER DOLOMITI and ADLER BALANCE. 
She has been the spa manager there for over twenty years. 
Silvia has a calm, sweet disposition and a keen eye. As the 
spa manager at ADLER Spa Resort DOLOMITI, she super-
vises all the online shop activities, as well as the resort’s 
whole beauty and wellness department. She herself was 
involved in the inception and development of the online 
shop, and now bears witness to how a simple click brought 
about a real revolution, giving a second wind and much 
faster pace to distance selling. “Once we used to do it all  
by phone,” explains Silvia. “After finishing the products 
they had bought at the hotel, the clients would call us to 
reorder them. We would check availability and take note 
of credit card details or wait for them to fax us the bank 
transfer receipt. Then we would organise the shipping.” It 
all sounds very prehistoric, now that things are much easier 
and all it takes to make a purchase is a few clicks. “When a 
client places an order at our online shop, we receive a real-
time e-mail. As soon as payment by PayPal or credit card 
has been processed, the spa reception team packages the 
products and organise shipping via courier.” 

This well-organised system saw the light in response 
to an idea that came from the ADLER marketing depart-
ment: to give guests the chance to repurchase a product 

O
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Silvia Mittelberger manages the spa at ADLER 
Spa Resort DOLOMITI and knows: nature provides 
the best ingredients for ADLER cosmetics

they tried and bought at ADLER, such as a cream, an oil 
or a fragrance,  from the comfort of their homes and with 
just a few clicks. So, the new online shop was designed to 
offer an intuitive, user-friendly shopping experience. “We 
are very satisfied with this restyling. The online shop now 
offers exactly the same products that guests can purchase 
in our hotels and resorts.” Over the years, the product ran-
ge has evolved, too – it has been expanded and redefined. 
“The turning point was when we created our own exclusive 
cosmetic line and decided to focus exclusively on it as it 
proved to be so exceptionally effective.” ADLER cosmetics 
are based on premium-quality active ingredients of natural 
origin and are free from additives. Their formulas are the 
result of extensive scientific research performed in colla-
boration with Dr Ferri’s EFFEGI Lab. “The first step was 
our creams with edelweiss, milk and honey or raspberry 
extracts. The active ingredients that turned out to be ex-
traordinarily effective became the staples of our cosmetics, 
and we continued honing our formulas to target the speci-
fic needs of different skin types more effectively. That’s how 
we managed to achieve visible results that last even longer.”

To run an online shop requires a warehouse with a 
large stock of products – proper storage and efficient ma-
nagement are essential. “Actually, our way of working is 
very meticulous and quality-oriented. Every year, our team 
of spa managers estimate the amount of products that will 
be needed for both the treatment rooms and the shops. 
This way, the laboratory staff can schedule production pro-
gressively. This means that stockpiling is never an issue, 
and the ingredients maintain their high quality and effec-
tiveness throughout.” On receiving the quantity forecasts 
from the spa team, Dr Ferri’s lab staff prepares the empty 
jars for each product, which will be filled on a demand- 
basis shortly before being shipped to each ADLER Spa  
Resort and Lodge and to the online shop warehouse in  
Ortisei. In the meantime, the creative process is constantly 
in full swing, and the product range keeps being expan-
ded. “We like to keep looking ahead, and find new ways in 
which nature and science can help us to feel better in our 
own skin. We have just launched a new refreshing cream 
for the legs, and we are currently developing a face oil.” 

Beauty, health, indulgence. The three cornerstones 
of the online shop reflect the ADLER philosophy, sublima-
ting the concept of wellness through quality and effective-
ness. This translates into a cosmetic line with 60 different 
products, plus 24 food supplements and 12 herbal teas, 
as well as personal and room fragrances. As for indulgen-
ce, the Sanoner Estate in Tuscany directly supplies all the 
food and drink products ordered through the online shop.  
These include organic olive oil, balsamic vinegar, grappa, 
brandy and – last but not least – the highly sought-after 
range of Aetos wines. 

Face cosmetics account for 80% of online purcha-
ses, followed by the increasingly popular food supplements, 
the haircare line with anti-hair loss products and scalp 

advanced technology and natural ingredients sourced in 
the surroundings of the ADLER Resorts. For example, the 
tissue-regenerating antioxidants come from the flowers and 
plants that grow in South Tyrol, while Sicilian algae and 
citrus fruits are used in our detox cosmetics. The powerful 
anti-ageing extracts that we add to the stem cells of unripe 
grapes and wine polyphenols come from the grapes of our 
Sanoner estate in Tuscany. Then there is water – we use sea 
water from Sicily and thermal water from Bagno Vignoni, 
which is a first in cosmetics. 

 “Sales of food supplements are in constant growth 
too, which confirms that people are becoming increasingly 
focused on physical well-being. Our shop has been provi-
ding health products for a long time.” This too is a field 
where ADLER has been blazing new trails, in coopera-
tion with Dr Stefania Mazzieri, a medical doctor with an 

»Our guests 
love our products 
because they are 
made from natural 
ingredients.«

additional specialisation in science-based phytotherapy 
who is part of the medical staff at ADLER THERMAE. It  
was Dr Mazzieri who, tapping into her vast expertise,  
formulated the 24 food supplements sold in the ADLER 
shops. It is a select range of products, all of which focus on 
the essential and are developed to bring the body back into 
balance by regulating the nervous, endocrine or digestive 
system. “Our guests love them because they are made from 
natural ingredients and are available over the counter.” 
Among the range there are three best-selling supplements. 
Omega Top from the Longevity line contains fatty acids 
and Omega-3, which play an important role in maintaining 
proper brain and heart function. Anice 7 Plus, with fennel, 
cumin, anise and lemon balm, is the perfect choice for ai-
ding digestion and reducing abdominal bloating. Alkalin 
contains calcium, magnesium and horsetail extract, and is 
designed to help restore energetic and muscle metabolism 
as well as to promote excess liquid drainage and combat 
fatigue. For this reason, it is often combined with other sup-
plements. Most online purchases are made by guests who 
tried the products during their stay at the ADLER Spa Re-
sorts and Lodges and decided to make them a staple of their 
daily routine. Silvia is not surprised. “In our spas, we offer 
guests a tailored consultation service to help them navigate 
the wide choice of treatments and choose the best products 
for their needs. It’s the only difference between buying on 
site and online – although clients do sometimes call us be-
fore completing their purchase.” The most enthusiastic and 
loyal clients are from Germany and Italy, followed by clients 
of other European nationalities who benefit from the ab-
sence of customs duties within the EU. Nevertheless, the 
ADLER beauty and health products also appeal to many 
clients who have not yet become guests. This is partly due 
to the gift sets in the online shop, which are extremely po-
pular especially during the festivities or on St. Valentine’s 
Day, when orders skyrocket and the spa team have to work 
non-stop. Word of mouth also plays a big role in the on-
line shop’s success. “More often than not, those who use 
our products and appreciate their quality spread the word 
among their friends. This draws in new customers, who 
then become loyal to our products because of their quality.” 

What is it that sets you apart from other online 
shops? “Ours is not the kind of online shop you just chance 
upon. It gives us the opportunity to communicate with our 
clients and keep in touch with our guests, offering them an 
additional service with the usual focus on details and qua-
lity.” Prices are the same as in the bricks-and-mortar shop. 
Shipping is free for orders from €100, and otherwise costs 
only €10.Especially in situations like back in 2020, the on-
line shop offers the added value of convenience. “During 
lockdown, we had a surge in online purchases,” says Silvia. 
“Even our regulars, who visit us frequently and usually buy 
their favourite products directly at our resorts, have appre-
ciated the opportunity to stack up on their creams or sup-
plements from the comfort of their home.” 

peels, and courtesy-set products that are provided in guest 
rooms and guests wish to continue using at home. The 401  
Regeneration anti-ageing face cream is the absolute best-
seller, both online and at the ADLER Spa Resorts and 
Lodges. Other sought-after face cosmetics include the Ra-
diance, Lift and Sensitive lines. Each of them is specially 
formulated for a specific skin type, and they are all extraor-
dinarily effective. One of the most popular products from 
the body skincare palette is our Regeneration oil. It con-
tains phytomelatonin, an antioxidant that regenerates skin 
tissue and boosts DNA repair processes. Also very popular 
is the Thalasso anti-cellulite line, which contains salt, algae 
and citrus fruits extracts, as well as sea water from Sicily. 
It’s not a random provenance: all ADLER cosmetics are 
the result of a combination of pharmacological expertise, 



Sometimes, people would ask me if I was an actor. 
Nope, I was not. Well, I used to act in a school theatre 
group, but that was it – I never really reached “stagewort-
hiness”. Still, the question kept popping up, and the si-
tuation culminated in the summer of 2021, when a lady 
approached me in a restaurant saying, “You look like Da-
niel Craig.” 

“Daniel Craig… is that a compliment?” I asked. 
“Of course,” she replied, blushing slightly. “Well, thank 
you then!” I said, and she smiled sheepishly. Some time 
later, I came across an article in a magazine describing 
how Spectre star Craig had undergone a procedure called 
cryolipolysis to freeze away his belly fat. Some say there’s 
no such thing as coincidence… 

 FREEZING
At ADLER Spa Resort 

THERMAE, Dr Michele 
Bianchini offers non-invasive 
beauty treatments for men. 

Our copywriter has paid 
him a visit – and couldn’t be 

happier with the results
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When I travelled to Tuscany shortly afterwards, 
and bumped into the word “cryolipolysis” once again as I 
was going through ADLER THERMAE’s spa catalogue, I 
rushed to my room. Standing naked in front of the mir-
ror, I took a good look at my own body. 

It is not a happy moment, if I may say so, when 
you reach a certain age and discover your belly has in-
creased with it. There are worse things, of course. Like 
looking down and finding your best friend has disappea-
red from sight. Thankfully, it wasn’t that bad, but it was 
bad enough for me to walk back to the spa and book an 
appointment with Dr Michele Bianchini. 

He is an aesthetic surgeon, and here at ADLER he 
specialises in non-invasive treatments. He is also a hand-
some man, Dr Bianchini – which is probably part of his 
job description, or at least the best business card for an 
aesthetic surgeon. 

Anyway, the doctor started by asking my age and 
then – thankfully – he proceeded to compliment me. I’d 
been keeping in pretty good shape for my age, he said.

 Then it came to my diet-resistant problem area: 
my spare tyre. “It makes me look older and not exactly at-
tractive,” I said “and yet there it is: proof that I am letting 

myself go”. As I was talking about it, I could feel my belly 
nagging away at my mind. Dr Bianchini promptly sug-
gested two treatment options: one was something called 
CM Slim, the other was indeed cryolipolysis. 

Five minutes later, I was lying on his examination 
couch. Dr Bianchini applied a piece of equipment to my 
belly that looked a bit like a steam iron, and fastened it 
with a firm but elastic strap. Then he pressed the but-
ton on a device connected to the steam iron. And at that 
point, things got rumbling – on my belly, rather than in-
side it. 

Michele Bianchini explained, “This is intense elec-
tromagnetic energy that triggers supramaximal muscle 
contractions. It makes you burn fat and build up musc-
le mass.” He went on to add, “It’s as if you were doing 
around 20 000 sit-ups.” 

To me, it felt like having a 20-pound pug step dan-
cing on my belly, but I relished the thought of being spa-
red the 20 000 sit-ups nevertheless. While the pug danced 
away, the doctor and I had a talk – about beauty in gene-
ral and the next treatment in particular. 

Shortly afterwards, I was in a different room, next 
to a huge machine. Only this time, the machine in ques-
tion looked more like a Dyson vacuum cleaner. Dr Bian-
chini felt my belly and covered it with a special cloth to 
protect it from the chill. Then he placed the handpiece 
on it, which vacuumed in the roll of fat. 

“Things are about to get pretty cold,” he said, ex-
plaining that in cryolipolysis, controlled cold is used to 
freeze fat cells away. Also known as coolsculpting, this 
procedure eliminates the need for scalpel and liposucti-
on. An hour later I was sporting an “ice pack” that took 
a few minutes to thaw, and which I hoped would turn 
into a six-pack in a matter of three months. In fact, that 
is how long it takes for the frozen fat cells to break down 
and leave the body. 

“The treated area may hurt a bit for a day or two,” 
said Dr Michele Bianchini, “but you don’t need to take it 
easy or anything, you don’t even need to give up exercise 
for that matter.” 

Naturally, a six pack was a bit too much to expect. 
However, that nasty spare tyre has shrunk by at least a 
third – besides, that’s as much as Dr Bianchini promised. 

Six months after my treatment, I was wearing jeans 
and a T-shirt when I greeted a friend with a hug and she 
asked, “Say, have you lost weight?” Thinking of an appro-
priate answer, I came up with, “I went to Tuscany and did 
a Craig diet.” 

Then I thought that we should really compliment 
each other more, in life. Because that, in my experience, 
has the best effects at both a psychological and a physical 
level. 

Regardless of compliments, however, an appoint-
ment with Michele Bianchini is definitely worthwhile. I’ll 
see you again soon, doctor!

»It felt 
like 
having 
a 20-pound 
pug step 
dancing 
on my 
belly.«
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COLD IS WHOLESOME Ice has been used for therapeutic 
purposes since time immemorial. Sebastian Kneipp, for 
example, recommended applying cold plasters on the 
knee to alleviate pain and inflammation. In the case of 
cryolipolysis, cold is used to freeze and eliminate fat cells



enraptured. One day, she found herself in a dark fi r forest, 
listening to a fl ock of ravens – for now she understood the 
language of all birds, she herself being turned into one. 

The ravens were speaking of a young knight, who 
lived all alone in a semi-dilapidated castle in the deserted 
forest of Vallenosa. He was a good hunter, but knew not-
hing of the world outside his castle, and he had never even 
seen a woman. 

Intrigued, the princess went in search of him, fl y-
ing past Mt Sassolungo and far beyond the mountains of 
Val Gardena, until she saw the lonely castle perked on a 
craggy rock, and the knight returning from the hunt with 
his dog. When he heard her sing, he was completely begui-
led, and gazed at her sadly when she fl ew away. 

Time and again she visited his castle, and 
whenever she sang, the knight climbed up the tower to be 
closer to her. Soon, he lost his appetite for hunting, and 
all he would do was wait for her return. Once, when she 
did not show up, he felt so lonely that he fi nally went to 
Salwán, a wise cave dwarf, seeking advice, as he realised 
that nothing gave him joy any longer but the nightingale’s 
song. The wise Salwán said “You fell for a woman. You are 
in love! There is nothing I can do for you!” The knight 
shook his head: “How can this be? I have never even seen 
a woman.” But when the nightingale came and he heard 
her song again, the penny dropped: “Salwán was right: you 
are a woman!” he cried. Frightened, the princess fell silent 
and fl ew away. “Please, stay!” the knight begged her despera-
tely. But she never came back again.

One day, as she was fl ying elsewhere, the nightin-
gale princess was attacked by a hawk. She fl ed and took 
shelter under a bush, where she met a lamb to which she 
complained bitterly about how cruel the hawk was. “You’re 
one to complain!” replied the lamb. “After all, you too 
killed someone. If you don’t believe me, fl y to the castle 
in the forest of Vallenosa, the one you used to visit.” In 
the throes of a fearful foreboding, the princess fl ew there at 
once. And indeed, she found the knight there, lying dead 
at the foot of his tower, with his loyal dogs whimpering at 
his side. 

Horrifi ed, she dashed back home as fast as her litt-
le wings could take her. When she arrived at her castle, 
exhausted, she wished herself back into human form again. 
But it did not work. Suddenly, she remembered the words 
of the nightingale: that only a death would take from her 
the ability to transform. From that moment, the princess 
had to live in the woods as a nightingale for the rest of her 
life, and could never return to her family. 

This is how the legend of the nightingale princess 
has been told for centuries here in South Tyrol – pas-
sed from generation to generation and recorded  in a 
collection of legends written by folklorist Karl Felix Wolff , 
who died in 1966. The leitmotif of transformation into 
animals is a recurring one in many fairy tales, although 
not all of them have an ending as sad as that of the Sasso-

An inconspicuous songbird with a sonorous 
voice, the nightingale plays a central role in one of the 

most beautiful South Tyrolean legends

lungo nightingale. The Frog King by the Grimm brothers, 
for example, is the story of a cursed prince who is redee-
med by the kiss of a princess, while the Seven Ravens are 
young men transformed into ravens but saved by their sis-
ter’s generosity.  The theme is also found in Brother and 
Sister, and it is again a nightingale we fi nd in the Jorinde 
and Joringel fairy tale. Long before the Grimm brothers, 
Greek mythology teemed with stories of people transfor-
med into animals. In Ovid’s Metamorphoses, for example, 
we fi nd that Zeus turned Prokne – the daughter of the king 
of Athens – into a nightingale. 

But what about the South Tyrolean princess 
and her heart-broken knight? Is there any historical eviden-
ce in the Val Gardena valley that might be linked to this 
legend? Could the princess’ castle be the nearby 13th-cen-
tury Wolkenstein Castle? What we know is that, despite 
being one of the oldest noble families in South Tyrol, the 
house of Wolkenstein-Trostburg never produced a king, and 
no trace of a castle on Mt. Sassolungo has been found to 
this day. Also, no castle could be identifi ed as the knight’s 
among the many ruins scattered across the South Tyrolean 
mountains, as there is no trace of the legendary Vallenosa 
forest – the only area with that name seems to be a hiking 
district in Spanish Catalonia. 

These questions are probably destined to remain 
unanswered. What is certain, however, is that this legend 
will survive for decades to come. For anyone listening to 
the song of a nightingale at the foot of Mt. Sassolungo on a 
balmy summer night will concur: nowhere else does bird-
song sound as beautiful as here, where sadness is hidden 
behind the sweetest sound.

    The nightingale nightingale 
of Sassolungo of Sassolungo 
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the foot of Mt Sassolungo. One fi ne morning, she spot-
ted a hawk fl ying around a bush in the castle garden and 
suspected it might be preying upon a nest. So, she scared 
the hawk away and found a frightened little nightingale 
among the bush leaves. “You saved me, and because of that 
I shall gift you the ability to transform into a nightingale at 
will,” the bird told her in a human voice, and added, “Only 
a death will cause you to lose such ability.” 

The princess didn’t tell anyone about this 
encounter, but when evening came she went out into the 
garden to see if the bird’s words were true.  She simply wis-
hed she were a nightingale, and was transformed into one 
at once. She fl ew up a tree and began singing – her song 
more beautiful than she had ever heard before. From that 
day on, she made it her habit to fl y and sing again and again, 
and anyone who heard her song would look up in the sky, 

This little bird of nondescript brown-grey pluma-
ge has always struck a chord in people’s hearts with its 
sweet song – sweeter than any siren’s. A symbol of love 
and longing since ancient times, the nightingale’s song 
has inspired artists and musicians all over the world. So 
much so that the German Romantic author Clemens Bren-
tano dedicated a poem to the bird, as did others such as 
Eichendorff , Hölderlin, Puschkin and Verlaine. Entire ge-
nerations of Islamic artists composed songs and poems in 
its honour. The nightingale inspired Beethoven’s work and 
Stravinsky’s very fi rst opera, as well as several fi lms, starting 
with The Song of the Nightingale in 1944.

In South Tyrol – a land steeped in myths and le-
gends since times of old – the songbird inspired a poet to 
write the sad legend of the nightingale princess. Once upon 
a time, a king’s daughter lived in a magnifi cent castle at 
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LONG DISTANCE!
42 kilometres of pleasure: 

The ADLER Spa Resort 
THERMAE organises  
a special kind of  
marathon in spring. 
On the most be-
autiful hiking trails 
through Tuscany, 
wonderful views  
and a delicious  

picnic await you  
along the way. And  

a therapist will  
massage your 

tired calves ...

SWEAT BEAUTIFULLY! 
The renovation of the elegant 

spa area at ADLER Spa Resort 
DOLOMITI is entering the next 
phase. The saunas at the lake 
are a new highlight. The 
ensemble of local woods can 
be reached via a beautiful 
footbridge - the bio sauna, 
Finnish sauna, steam bath, 
whirlpool and cold water 
pool are located on a plat-
form. It‘s like being on 
a wellness island.

Preview

MY FRIEND, THE TREE!
In future, regular guests of 
the ADLER Lodge ALPE 

will be able to leave 
their mark on Alpe di 

Siusi. Stone pine, 
larch or spruce - 

under guidance you 
can plant your very 

own tree in the 
nature reserve.
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